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Paris in Architecture, Literature, and Art is a text-
book in cultural studies that capitalizes on the 
little exposure liberal arts students have to ar-
chitecture and the widespread popularity of 
Paris across the curriculum. Designed for a col-
lege course in the humanities, the textbook is 
also suitable for a high school course or a study 
abroad program in Paris. The book focuses on 
Paris, which throughout history has been the 
stage and experimental ground for artists and 
intellectuals from all over the world, making 
it the crucible of Western thought and consum-
mate material for an interdisciplinary study. 
Each chapter presents a cultural movement 
such as the Gothic, classical, romantic, and 
modern that are predominant in the Parisian 
landscape. The interdisciplinary approach pro-
motes critical thinking, inspiring students to 
identify and translate esthetic concepts from 
one discipline to another, and explore, for in-
stance, what impressionist literature or cubist 
architecture might be.
A complimentary teacher's manual e-book is 
available with purchase.

Contents: Illustrations • Walls of Paris • 
Gothic Paris: Notre-Dame and the Île de la Cité 
• Renaissance Paris: Wars of Religion and the 
Louvre • Classical Paris: Louis XIV and Ver-
sailles • Romantic Paris: Napoléon and the Arc 
de Triomphe • Realism in Haussmann’s Paris 

• Impressionism and the Tour Eiffel • Cubism 
and Modern Architecture in Paris • Beaubourg 
and Postmodern Paris • Grands Travaux and 
Beyond • Illustration Credits

May Peyron sPangler was born and raised 
in Paris, where she graduated with a master’s 
degree in architecture from the École des Beaux-
Arts. She also received a Ph.D. in French at 
Emory University in Atlanta, where she taught 
for eleven years. Her publications include crit-
ical essays and short stories combining her in-
terest in literature and architecture, and she 
is the author of a novel published in 2016, Papa 
a dit, Maman aussi.


